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Citizen participation in planning: what always seems to be a challenge?
• Participation in planning through the formal channels are out dated –

• The formal forms of citizen participation such as hearings and public meetings does not reach out to most citizens – the 
young in particular

• Social media alone has transformed the performance of citzenship and participation completely

• Paradox: The formal planning processes goes on more or less like before, - and at the same time, a whole new set of 
practices are emerging that are much more innovatie, creative and experimental

• Much of this happens outside of the formal processes

• A whole new reportoire of tecniques is being developed, creating new spaces for participation

• There seems to be a gap between formal processes of citizen participation and the «buzz» – the more spontanous and 
creative initiatives and actions taking place at the outskirt of the formal processes



Start: information:
open

Planning
Production: closed

Hearing: 
open



New forms; in between what?

• Formal processes (top-down):
• Information to the public
• Hearing procedures
• Consultations

• Workshops
• Citizen panels

• Informal processes (bottum-up/Pop-ups):
• Protests
• Actions
• Demonstrations
• DIY (Do It Yourself- urbanism)

• Guerilla urbanism
• Tactical urbanism
• Informal
• Everyday
• Insurgent



Examples:

• Urban laboratories
• Art interventions
• Foresighting
• Web-based participation
• Childrens «Track»
• Charettes
• Working groups
• Exhibitions
• «Experiments» 



Theoretical positions inspiring our thinking:

• The co-creation concept – user –driven innovation in public sector creating public value (Bryson et al 2016)

• The consept of social innovation (Moulaert et al. 2017)

• Planning as speculation: opening up for opportunities; planning as creative experimentation, planning as 
becoming (J. Hillier)

What these perspectives have in common:
Methods aiming at mobilizing new resources in transformative actions

New modes of interacting between public and civic actors



Questions:

• What characterises the new an innovative forms of citizen participation? 
• What could be the implication of treating citizens as co-producers or co-creators instead of citizens in these

processes?

• 1: Are the planning authorities able to mobilize new groups that otherwise are difficult to reach? 

• 2) Do they create new arenas for communication and collaboration? 

• 3) How are experiences from these forms of participation informing the formal part of the planning process?





Copenhagen: 
• Area-based-initiatives based on five principles;  

• a) taking departure in a neighbourhood dealing with a 
variety of challenges related to that place; 

• b) an emphasis on mobilizing local actors to excert
citizenship and to take ownership of projects in their 
neighbourhood;

• c) Integrated solutions that different public interventions
•
• d) Projects shall contribute to the creation of public value
•
• e) The creation of new urban qualities



Tromsø: «Where is Tromsø going»?
• a project intended to reflect about the past, 

the present and the future of the city.
• invited citizens in thinking and planning for the 

future of the city. 
• MyCity as tool

An interactive mapping technology where       
citizens could post their views, suggestions to 
improve their city online, on a virtual map.
• Exhibition
Visualizations of a number of ideas about how the 
future could look like
• Young voices
Workshops with young people. 
• Events and pup-ups
The use of pop-up art and happenings 
• Culture walks: 
Industrial heritage





CityLab in Kongsvinger (Norway)
- Connected to a city development process
- The aim was to chisel out a development strategy for the city

area – Kongsvinger 2050.
- a combination of meeting places, visits to different workplaces, 
collecting written suggestions and involving children and young 
people.
1) CityLab on tour:
2) City-talk on Kongssenteret (a shopping mall)
3) City-lunch in the pedestrian street
4)The “Thought-catcher”:  Notes that people could post on a map 
to state a view
5) Politicians sofa: where people could drop in and have an 
informal conversation
6) Sketches and 3D glasses to visualise future Kongsvinger.
7) Activities and competitions connected to bicycling, collective 
transport and pedestrians.
8) Involving children and young people: Visits in schools. Thumbs 
up-statements that could be put in places of importance 



Summary of the three cases
Multiplicity: Where is 
Tromsø going?

Mobilizing the commons: 
ABI in Copenhagen

Regeneration strategy 
through participation: 
CityLab in Kongsvinger

Forms of social 
innovation:
• Invite new groups
• Create new arenas

Invited people with 
different backgrounds

Mobilized local actors
Reached out to ethnic 
minoritities
Created social value

Inspired young people to 
participate
Schools, shopping malls 
and workplaces as new 
arenas

Forms of 
experimentation:
• Methods of 

involvement
• Level of “testing”

Public meetings, city 
walks, philosophical 
conversations, cultural 
events, blogs, chronicles, 
interactive we

Ethnographic approaches 
to reach out to citizens
Qualitative interviews
Temporary installations as 
tests

The tough-catcher
Sketches and 3D glasses 
to visualize the future city

Forms of co-creation:
• Cross-sector 

collaboration
• Public value creation

Collaboration between 
city planning office, local 
architects, artists and a 
broad set of stakeholders

Collaboration between 
the municipality and state 
authorities – crating 
action space for 
coordinated activities

Collaboration between
the municipality, the 
county, the national road 
authorities, and Our City 
Kongsvinger



Some reflections about the methods from a planner;

• In Copenhagen:

«I have to accept that I can not know it all and that I can not orchestrate the process from the beginning. 
Metaphorically speaking; You are opening the doors to many new rooms and you do not know where the 
process will lead. That is a challenge for a person like me since I like to have i all in control»



Summing up

• New role for public officials: coordinators and enablers more than planners and organizers

• Main function: to creating action space where local actors can meet and interact and create synergies

• Reaching out to a broader group of actors

• Extracting from another agenda: not democracy per se; innovation, public value, solving problems

• However:

• Possible clashes between direct and representative democracy: For instance: How to deal with conflicts when
locals agree on a topic against the majority in the city council, and therefore impossible to implement? Lead to 
more disappoinment?

• Inputs from the in-between processes of participation are often «forgotten» in the formal processes – partly
because of «translation» problems, and partly because of the conservativness of plan as a genre 

• Some of the events seem to be «hypes» - «happenings» - taking place more on social media than on the ground


